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ABSTRACT
Model-based fission product yields from the fission of various important target nuclides
have been calculated for incident neutron energies up to 20 MeV, divided into a 77 energy group
structure. The calculations have been performed with two versions of the GEF code, which have
been externally coupled to TALYS-1.4. In this application, the TALYS-1.4 code calculates any
pre-fission nucleon or gamma emission from the compound nucleus as well as the probabilities
of excitation states at the time it undergoes fission. The obtained quantities, fully characterizing
the fissioning nucleus, are then passed to GEF, which generates the corresponding primary
fission product yields in a Monte Carlo calculation. Cumulative fission product yields have
been calculated using these primary fission product yields together with evaluated radioactive
decay data as input. The interim and final results from the modelling, i. e. cross-sections,
independent and cumulative fission yields, have been compared to experimental data. Important
results from this, as well as sensitivities and reliabilities of the models, are discussed in this
paper. The objective of this work was to generate energy dependent fission product yields data
to serve as a basis for further investigations on potential improvements of evaluated data for
nuclear reactor applications, which are beyond the scope of this publication.

Key Words: fission product yields, incident neutrons, energy dependence, modelling,
GEF code, TALYS code

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work, carried out in the context of a PhD work at KIT, is to generate neutron
induced fission product yields in a fine energy group structure by up-to-date nuclear model codes,
with the results being applied in further investigations of possible improvements in reactor physics
calculations. Model-based fission product yields from the fission of various important target nuclides have been calculated by the nuclear fission model code GEF [1], which has been externally
coupled to the general purpose nuclear reaction code TALYS-1.4 [2]. GEF is a development of K.H. Schmidt and B. Jurado on behalf of the OECD NEA; TALYS is being developed at the NRG in
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Petten, Netherlands, and the CEA in Bruyeres-le-Chatel, France. The GEF versions GEF-2012/2.3
and GEF-2013/2.2 have been applied with some minor changes, which will be discussed below.
Calculations have been performed for incident neutron energies En up to 20 MeV, also requiring
a proper modelling of pre-fission reactions which has been done by TALYS-1.4. For the obtained
fission product yields, an energy group structure of 77 groups with boundaries being a subset of
the 350 energy group boundaries applied by the reactor physics code KANEXT [3] for deterministic neutron flux calculations has been chosen. Issues to be investigated concerning fission product
yields data have been discussed in an earlier publication [4]. As a first point, these involve the
sensitivities of the effective fission product yields expressed by y(A, Z, I) in (1) to the neutron flux
spectrum ϕ(En ). The purpose of the fine calculation in 77 energy groups was to provide a reference solution for these energy weighted effective fission yields, from which the reproduction of
their spectral dependencies by the coarse groups in state-of-the-art evaluated nuclear data can be
examined. Secondly, it was found that the model applied for the completion of unmeasured “fractional independent yields” (i. e. the distribution of primary fission yields of single nuclides for a
given mass expressed by f (A, Z, En ) in (2)) in the generation of current evaluated fission yields
data does not give a realistic description of even-odd effects in the yields depending on the proton
number of the fission product. The factors Y (A, En ) and R(A, Z, I, En ) in (2) denote the yield as
a function of fission product mass and the isomeric ratio.
R∞
y(A, Z, I) =

0

dEn y(A, Z, I, En ) · σf (A, Z, I, En ) · ϕ(En )
R∞
dEn σf (A, Z, I, En ) · ϕ(En )
0

y(A, Z, I, En ) = Y (A, En ) · f (A, Z, En ) · R(A, Z, I, En )

X
Z

f (A, Z, En ) = 1

X

(1)

(2)

R(A, Z, I, En ) = 1

I

As a further field of application, the fission product yields generated in this work serve as a basis
for the calculation of decay radiation, especially delayed neutron emission and decay heat, which
is however additionally dependent on radioactive decay data. The improvement of fission yields
modelling is motivated by the fact that it represents a step towards a physically consistent generic
evaluation connecting a number of different quantities, which are cross-sections, fission product
yields, prompt and delayed neutron emission as well as the prompt and delayed heat generation
related to the fission process. In this paper the obtained energy-dependent fission product yields, the
steps taken for their improvement and possible future work to improve the quality and consistency
of the modelling are discussed.

2. APPLIED NUCLEAR REACTION MODELS

The general-purpose nuclear reaction model code TALYS-1.4 and two versions of the fission model
code GEF have been applied in this work. A description of TALYS-1.4 is given in [5]. Within this
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code, optical model calculations of reaction and shape-elastic scattering cross-sections are done by
the integrated ECIS-06 code [6]. Nuclear reactions are classified into direct, pre-equilibrium and
compound reactions, with the exciton model [7] and the Hauser-Feshbach formalism [8] describing
the latter two important types in this application. The entire deexcitation process is tracked down
by the code until the ground state or a metastable state is reached, with all possible decay channels
out of gamma, neutron, proton, deuteron, triton, helion and alpha emission automatically being
taken into account. Fission transmission coefficients are calculated by the Hill-Wheeler approach
(exact solution assuming the fission barrier to be an inverted parabola) by default or by the WentzelKramers-Brillouin (WKB) method as an alternative. As generally required, the fission model takes
account of the multi-humped structure of the fission barrier. This means that a combined transmission coefficient is calculated for a barrier consisting of an inner and an outer hump with a deep
minimum in between, however with only one fission channel being considered (single-mode). By
default, the empirical barrier parameters from RIPL-3 [9] are applied as far as available, or they are
calculated by a back-up model. A nuclear level density with transition from constant temperature
to Fermi gas characteristics is applied by default. Detailed production cross-sections for emitted
particles and residual nuclides are calculated as final result. In this work, the quantities of interest
are the multi-chance fission probabilities and fission excitation functions calculated by the code, i.
e. the probability for the excited nucleus to have a proton Z and neutron number N , an excitation
energy E ∗ and a spin/parity state J π right at the time it undergoes fission. This probability will be
referred to as “fission contribution” below. TALYS-1.4 has been extended in this work to print it
out into tables within an additional output file, from which the GEF input files are generated.
The GEF code is a semi-empirical fission model code calculating parent independent fission product
yields and other observables related to the fission process. In this work, the versions GEF-2012/2.3
and GEF-2013/2.2 have been applied. The code calculates the weights of the different fission channels by the ratios of the Hill-Wheeler penetrabilities of outer fission barriers, with fission barrier
and level density parameters being determined by analytical formulae. In the newer version GEF2013/2.2, the impact of the inner fission barrier is additionally considered, which plays a role in the
fission of transuranium nuclides. GEF considers up to four or five fission channels (multi-mode),
which is necessary for fission yields modelling, since pre-neutron fission fragment mass distribution is described as a superposition of Gaussians with the respective fission channel weight; for
the standard-II channel it is in fact a folding of a Gaussian with a box function which better represents the experimental data. The widths of the fragment mass distributions are determined by a
semi-empirical description as a function of the fissioning system and its excitation energy. In the
GEF model it is assumed that the fragment mass distribution is fixed when the system passes the
ratio is determined later at the scission point. This
outer fission barrier, whereas the fragment N
Z
is justified by calculations based on the Langevin equation of motion, which showed a large inertia
for the mass division [10] and a small inertia for the N
degree of freedom [11] during the fission
Z
process. Thus, the mean N
ratio
is
determined
by
a
scission
point model for a given mass division,
Z
taking an empirical tip distance between the fragments as well as their quadrupole deformations as
input. For this scission point configuration, the potential energy is minimized with respect to the N
Z
ratio of the fragments, and another empirical shift is added to this so-called “charge polarization”
to take account of nuclear shell effects. As for the width of the mass distribution, there is a similar
description for the width of the N
distribution of pre-neutron fractional independent fission yields.
Z
Excitation energies are treated as intrinsic excitation, collective excitation and deformation energy.
In the description of the division of excitation energies among the two fission fragments, the nascent
fragments are treated as individual interacting nuclei with their own nuclear temperature, with the
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intrinsic excitation energy flowing to the colder fragment. This corresponds to the application of
the so-called “separability principle” [12]. It is assumed that the superfluid phase transition occuring in the fragments leads to a constant nuclear temperature up to a total intrinsic excitation energy
of 13 MeV, which results in an excitation energy division different from the one expected by the
Fermi gas model, according to which the intrinsic excitation energy is divided proportionally to the
mass numbers. The code treats several even-odd effects: Firstly, the even-odd effect of pre-neutron
fission fragment yields as a function of their Z and N , which is related to the mentioned flow of excitation energy as well as nucleon pairing effects [13]. Secondly, the newer version GEF-2013/2.2
also includes the even-odd effect of the total excitation energy (TXE) depending on the division
of proton numbers among the fission fragments. The need to include the latter effect is discussed
in [14]. Fission fragment deexcitation by neutron and gamma emission represents the final important step in the physical modelling of fission product yields. In the GEF code, this is done by
a spin independent Weisskopf-Ewing [15] calculation, which however has been observed to give
good results for the prompt neutron emission. To take the competition between neutron and gamma
emission into account, analytical expressions for the decay widths Γn (A, Z, E ∗ ) and Γγ (A, Z, E ∗ )
from [16, 17] are applied. The calculation of isomeric ratios of the fission product yields is based
on the mean spin value calculated for the corresponding pre-neutron fission fragments. This value
is determined by their moment of inertia perpendicular to the fission axis, their excitation energy
and nuclear temperature, an additional even-odd effect depending on their proton number and, of
course, the spin value JCN of the fissioning nucleus.
In this work, both versions of the GEF code have been extended by an empirical description of
ternary fission (i. e. into three fragments) in order to obtain the yields of light fission products
like 4 He or 3 H originating from this process. The description of the ratio of ternary fission to total
fission follows the references [18, 19]. It typically has a value around 0.2%. Relative yields of light
ternary fragments as well as the interplay of their emission with the properties of the other two
medium-weight fragments are described by systematics, according to experimental observations
to be found in the same sources. The excitation energy of the light ternary fission fragments was
assumed to be zero.
Another modification applied to the GEF-2012/2.3 code involved the dependence of the mean fragment masses from a specific fission channel on the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. It
has been observed that the mean masses of the mass-asymmetric standard-I and standard-II channels shift towards A2CN if the excitation energy is increased [14], as indicated in Figure 1. This mean
mass shift, as included in all newer GEF versions, was added to GEF-2012/2.3 and led to an overall improvement in the energy dependencies of fission product yields from the model calculation,
especially in the tails of the mass distribution.
∗
In the original GEF code, the excitation energy ECN
of the compound nucleus is determined by
a formula similar to (3), and the nucleus is assumed to undergo fission without prior nucleon or
gamma emission. The original version may therefore only be used below the second-chance fission
threshold, where this approximation is acceptable. For the compound nucleus spin JCN , the spin
∗
value of the target is taken. In this work, ECN
and JCN have been replaced by the values calculated
by TALYS-1.4, along with the ZCN and ACN of the different fissioning nuclei resulting from possible
pre-fission nucleon emission. The weights of the fission channels, however, are still determined by
GEF.
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Figure 1. The mean masses of the mass-asymmetric standard-I (S1) and standard-II (S2) fission
∗
increases (schematic figure).
channels shift towards A2CN when ECN

3. MODELLING OF PRE-FISSION PROCESSES

3.1. Application of TALYS-1.4 Code
The task of TALYS-1.4 in this work was to calculate the fission contribution for a given incident
neutron energy. Immediately after neutron capture, the nucleus is in its initial excitation state with
the excitation energy given by (3), with the neutron and compound nucleus masses mn and mCN
and the neutron separation energy Sn . Prior to fission, as the excitation state of the nucleus allows,
nucleons and excitation energy may be lost mainly by neutron and gamma emission. Thus, for
first-chance fission, i. e. without nucleon loss prior to fission, the probability distribution for the
excitation energy at fission consists of a discrete component representing the direct (n, f) and a
continuum representing the (n, γf) processes, as illustrated in Figure 2.

∗
ECN,i



mn
· En + Sn (ZCN , ACN )
= 1−
mCN

(3)

The TALYS-1.4 calculations of the fission contribution were carried out for 237 incident neutron
energy values from En = 74.4 eV to En = 19.95 MeV with a maximum energy step of ∆En ≤
100 keV. In each calculation, the continuum of the fission contribution was divided into 100 energy
bins, whereas the discrete component from the binary (n, f) reactions was treated separately. The
TALYS-1.4 outputs were subsequently condensed into the 77 group structure for the fission yields.
There are in fact fluctuations of the fission yields occuring at the epithermal resonances of the
fission cross-section [20–22], which would require an even finer treatment than in this work, but for
which a theoretical modelling based on the resonance parameters is not yet available. The neglect
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Figure 2. Fission contribution per excitation energy unit for the compound nucleus 236 U formed
by slow neutron irradiation of 235 U, calculated by TALYS-1.4 with original parameters from [23]
and improved parameters from the TASMAN-1.51 application in this work. It consists of a discrete
∗
= 6.5455 MeV and a continuum. The integral has been normalized to one.
component at ECN

of microscopic resonance effects also represents the main limitation of TALYS when applied to low
neutron energies. To better resolve the energy range En < 1.1100 · 105 eV, where the fission rate is
very high in many cases, it was divided more finely into five groups, with the upper boundaries of
the three lowest ones being at En = 1.4873·102 eV, En = 2.2395·103 eV and En = 1.5030·104 eV.
In this work, the results from TALYS-1.4 calculations with default model parameters were found
to be poor, especially concerning the agreement of the 232 Th and 238 U fission cross-sections with
experimental data. The calculations were repeated with fitted model parameters provided by [23].
Further optimizations of the input parameters for 233 U and 235 U could be achieved in this work by
the application of the TASMAN-1.51 code [24]. This code optimizes selected input parameters by a
simplex algorithm, calculating the loss function from experimental data sets either for a single target
or for multiple targets. The latter option is supposed to give a consistent fit of the parameters for all
targets, which is however beyond the scope of this work. As shown in Figure 2, the weight of (n, γf)
processes in total fission has changed considerably by this parameter adjustment, nevertheless the
direct (n, f) processes are still dominating. Generally, one should be aware of the uncertainties
originating from the modelling of the fission contribution.
Fission barrier transmission coefficients have been calculated by the Hill-Wheeler approach for
single-mode fission, taking into account the resonances originating from class-II excitation states
in the potential well between the inner and outer fission barrier. Many important fission barrier
parameters were set in the input, with the remainder being taken from RIPL-3 [9] as far as available,
or calculated by the Sierk model [25] as back-up. For a similar number of fission barriers, the
parameters of the level density on top of the barrier have also been adjusted. The fact that the
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TALYS-1.4 model assumes fission to occur through only one channel, with the weights of the
multiple fission channels being required for fission yields modelling and determined later on by
GEF, represents an inconsistency in the modelling. It could be resolved e. g. by the application
of the TALYS alternative EMPIRE-3.2 [26], which supports the calculation of fission transmission
coefficients by the multi-mode approach. However, this would also increase the number of fission
barrier parameters to be fitted.
All level density parameters have been taken from systematics. The impact of collective effects
(i. e. excitation energy being bound in rotation or vibration instead of intrinsic excitations) on the
level density has been described by an effective treatment instead of explicit enhancement factors.
In this effective treatment, a phenomenological energy dependency of the parameter a in the Fermi
gas level density formula is applied. This takes account of the vanishing of collective effects with
increasing excitation energy and has, according to [5], so far been more successful in the description
of fission cross-sections. Notably, most of the improvement of the fission cross-sections of 233 U and
235
U has been reached by limiting the number of collective rotational excited states being included
in the coupled-channels calculation to two instead of five. This change affected the calculation of
the total cross-section, which led to an improvement of the total cross-section itself as well as the
fission cross-section at incident neutron energies below about 2 MeV.

3.2. Experimental Validation of Results

Figure 3. Fission cross-section of 235 U for incident neutrons in the energy range 1 keV ≤ En ≤
20 MeV from TALYS-1.4 calculations, evaluated and experimental data.
In order to validate the TALYS-1.4 calculations, the cross-sections for fission, capture, inelastic
scattering, neutron multiplication as well as the total cross-section have been compared to experimental data. Figure 3 shows the fission cross-section of 235 U from the TALYS-1.4 calculations
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once with original parameters from [23] and once with parameters from this work, together with
the ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluation [27] and experimental data retrieved from the EXFOR database [28].
A general improvement of the total and fission cross-section of 235 U below 2 MeV has been achieved.
There is still a deviation of the calculated fission cross-section from the experimental data at 10 keV ≤
En ≤ 1 MeV. For the target 233 U, such a deviation did not remain after the TASMAN-1.51 application. However, there is not a large impact of the cross-sections in this energy range on the final GEF
results, since the excitation energy of the discrete (n, f) component in Figure 2, which was found
to contribute over 90% to the total fission in this range, is not affected by the model variations.
Instead, sensitivities of the final results on the TALYS calculation were rather observed above the
(n, nf) second-chance fission threshold. It must be noted that the fission cross-section is only an
integral quantity resulting from the fission contribution, which cannot be directly verified by experiment and thus relies on good modelling. Only for the nucleon loss preceding fission, there are
indications from the yields and angular correlations of particles emitted in the fission process.

4. CALCULATION OF FISSION PRODUCT YIELDS

4.1. Application of GEF Code
In this work, the two versions GEF-2012/2.3 and GEF-2013/2.2 have been modified as described
above and coupled to TALYS-1.4. The statistical fluctuations of variables and deexcitation cascades
of fission fragments are all calculated by Monte Carlo methods. For each of the 77 energy groups,
the values of the parent independent fission product yields were determined by a single calculation
with 5 · 107 fission events. The number of events calculated for each bin of the fission contribution
was proportional to the probability of the respective fissioning nucleus and excitation state, and the
results were summed up. The calculation with GEF-2013/2.2 was supplemented by a calculation of
the fission yield covariance matrix for each energy group, taking into account the systematical and
statistical uncertainties from the GEF code. Compared with the former, the latter type of uncertainties are negligible for the yields displayed in Figures 4-6. For the determination of the covariance
matrix, N = 224 runs with each about 2.23 · 105 events have been performed for each group. At
the beginning of each run, 22 of the GEF model parameters were varied independently according
to their estimated uncertainties as given in the original GEF-2013/2.2. The covariance matrix V
was then obtained by (4) from the yields yi,k calculated in each run k and their mean values y i .

Vij =

N

1 X
·
(yi,k − y i ) · yj,k − y j
N k=1

(4)

4.2. Calculation of Cumulative Fission Product Yields
A new external code for the calculation of the cumulative fission product yields, which represent
the independent fission product yield plus the integral yield from the decay of mother nuclides, has
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been developed in this work. It calculates the cumulative yields ci from the independent ones by the
recursion (5), with Pji the decay branchingP
ratio from nuclide j to nuclide i. For the primary fission
products most far from stability, it holds j Pji · cj = 0. As generally usual, nuclides with half
lives of more than 1000 years have been considered as “stable” in this context. The uncertainties
of the cumulative yields, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, have been calculated by (6), thus neglecting
the covariances of the independent fission yields and of the decay data.

ci = y i +

X

Pji · cj

(5)

j

s

X
c2j · σP2 ji + Pji2 · σc2j
σci = σy2i +

(6)

j

The code reads the radioactive decay data, i. e. the Pji , σPji and decay half lives, from an ENDF-6
file. In this work, the ENDF/B-VII.1 radioactive decay data library [27] has been applied. It must
be noted that the uncertainty information on the file is incomplete, and that some technical errors
had to be corrected for this calculation, involving multiple listings of the same daughter nuclide
and isomer in decay branching ratios as well as extremely long decay half-lives being set to zero.

4.3. Experimental Validation of Results
The fission product yields being compared to experimental data in this section originate from the
following model calculations: Firstly, the coupling of TALYS-1.4 with GEF-2012/2.3 including
the above mentioned code modifications, and secondly the coupling of TALYS-1.4 with the newer
GEF-2013/2.2. The TALYS-1.4 calculations have been carried out with the optimized parameters
obtained from the TASMAN-1.51 application. Results for the target 235 U are presented. In this
work, the calculation results have been compared to experimental data from the EXFOR database
[28] considering the following aspects:
• Independent single-nuclide yields from thermal neutron induced fission, with particular respect to nuclide yields that have been measured at the Lohengrin spectrometer at ILL Grenoble [29] and the OSIRIS facility at Studsvik [30], but without information on the isomeric
state of the fission products in this case. These data are important and enable the validation
of the code, independent from radioactive decay data. See Figure 4.
• Cumulative single-nuclide yields from thermal neutron induced fission, with particular respect to delayed neutron precursors far from stability. Experimental data have been obtained
from Rudstam et al. [30]. Beyond the scope of this publication, the modelling of delayed
neutron emission represents one further application of this work. See Figure 5.
• Cumulative single-nuclide yields from high energetic neutrons around 14.7 MeV, where a
number of experiments [31–36] are available, to validate the code at high neutron energies.
See Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Parent independent fission product yields from 235 U(n,F) (En = thermal) calculated in
this work, compared to experimental data from [29, 30], without information on isomeric states.
Error bars denote the 1σ uncertainty of experimental data and GEF-2013/2.2 results.

Figure 5. Parent cumulative fission product yields from 235 U(n,F) (En = thermal) calculated in this
work, compared to experimental data from [30]. All displayed nuclides are in their ground state.
Error bars denote the 1σ uncertainty of experimental data and GEF-2013/2.2 results.
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Figure 6. Parent cumulative fission product yields from 235 U(n,F) (En = 14.7 MeV) calculated in
this work, compared to experimental data from [31–36]. All displayed nuclides are in their ground
state. Error bars denote the 1σ uncertainty of experimental data and GEF-2013/2.2 results.

To measure the quality of the model-based yields, a test quantity H given by (7) has been calculated
e has been
as proposed in [37], with N the number of experimental data points. Another quantity H
introduced in this work to evaluate the uncertainties obtained from GEF-2013/2.2. Both H and
e are calculated by a sum of the squares of residuals, normalized by their expected variance for
H
the respective hypothesis. The hypothesis behind (7) is that the model reproduces the true values
exactly, whereas the hypothesis behind (8) is that the true value is within the calculated model
e ≈ 1 if
uncertainty. In the ideal case when both hypotheses are true, it holds σyicalc = 0 and H = H
e ≈ 1 is expected. The 1σ
the σyexp values are correct. If only the second hypothesis is true, H > H
i

confidence interval of the test quantities has been calculated from the related χ2 distribution. All
values are given in Table I.
v
u
N
2
u1 X
(yiexp − yicalc )
H=t ·
N i=1
σy2exp

(7)

v
u
N
2
u1 X
(yiexp − yicalc )
t
e
H=
·
N i=1 σy2exp + σy2calc

(8)

i

i

i

The values of H in Table I obtained for GEF-2013/2.2 are lower than for GEF-2012/2.3 in all
three cases, showing an improvement in the modelling. Given the fact that there seems to be an
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Figure

N

4
5
6

60
51
69

e for Figures 4-6.
Table I. Values of N , H and H
e
H, H
H
H
1σ confidence interval GEF-2012/2.3 GEF-2013/2.2
0.913 - 1.097
0.906 - 1.106
0.919 - 1.090

4.52
5.10
21.97

3.50
3.98
20.83

e
H
GEF-2013/2.2
1.12
1.26
11.20

e for the independent yields from
error in the experimental data for 98 Sr from [30], the value of H
GEF-2013/2.2 in Figure 4 is acceptable, indicating a realistic estimation of model uncertainties.
The model uncertainties in Figure 5 seem to be slightly underestimated. However, high values of
e have been obtained for the En = 14.7 MeV fission, where the modelled yields in the
H and H
“valley” region around A2CN are too low by a factor of five and deviate far beyond the error limits.
The deviations observed in Figure 6 are mainly caused by a wrong description of the weight of the
superlong (SL) fission channel.

5. CONCLUSIONS

One general conclusion is that there is certainly room and motivation for further development.
Concerning the GEF code, it has become clear that some issues need to be resolved. As observed
here, these involve the weight of the superlong channel at high energy fission. It is suggested to
resolve this by changing the empirical correction to the height of the outer fission barrier for this
channel. As found in this work, the estimation of uncertainties by GEF-2013/2.2 seems to work
well e. g. for thermal fission of 235 U, but given the fact that the amount of empirical information
is different from case to case, it is probably not yet appropriate for all targets and incident energies
and needs more refinements. The results from this work suggest that a larger uncertainty should be
assumed for the outer fission barrier height of the superlong channel of the fissioning nuclei 235 U and
234
U, which play a role in irradiation of 235 U by 14.7 MeV neutrons. There has been an improvement
of the calculation results with the switch from GEF-2012/2.3 to GEF-2013/2.2, mainly related to
the improved description of the neutron even-odd effect in the fission product yields. As found in
more detailed analyses beyond the scope of this publication, the reproduction of fission yield energy
dependencies for the target 235 U has been found to be satisfactory for the vast majority of nuclides
at incident energies at least up to En = 5 MeV. This indicates the applicability of the model to
calculations of effective fission yields in fission reactors, as discussed in the introduction.
In this work, a model-based covariance matrix of parent independent fission yields has been obtained, which could be valuable e. g. for future evaluations of nuclear data and other purposes.
Fission yield covariances are so far not available in evaluated data libraries. However, it must be
noted that the assessment of uncertainties and covariances in this field is still at an early stage. In
this work, the uncertainties originating from TALYS-1.4 as well as the error correlations in the
calculation of cumulative fission yields have been neglected. This may have led to an incorrect
estimation of uncertainties in Figure 5 and especially Figure 6.
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The strength of the nuclear reaction modelling in this work is that it utilizes physically sound
models not only to reproduce experimental fission yields data, but also being based on the fit of
model parameters to experimental cross-section data, thus well exploiting the available experimental database. However, the predictive power of this modelling has also been found to be limited.
There are still inconsistencies in the modelling, especially between the single-mode description of
fission in the TALYS code and the multi-mode description in GEF, which could be resolved e. g.
by an application of EMPIRE-3.2 as proposed. Work on this and on the further application of the
model-based fission yields data, as discussed in the introduction, is in progress.
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